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Abstract

The paper describes QSWalk.jl package for Julia programming language, developed for
the purpose of simulating the evolution of open quantum systems. The package enables
the study of quantum procedures developed using stochastic quantum walks on arbitrary
directed graphs. We provide a detailed description of the implemented functions, along with
a number of usage examples. The package is compared with the existing software offering a
similar functionality.
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1. Introduction

During the last few years Julia programming language [1, 2] became highly popular in the
scientific computing community because of its dynamical style of programming, combined
with strong typing and high efficiency. As such it provides a very attractive platform for
simulating models used in quantum information processing.

In this paper we focus on the particular model used to study the dynamics of quantum
systems, namely quantum stochastic walks. The model is used to study quantum-to-classical
transition and to probe the influence of quantum evolution on the efficiency of information
processing [3]. Quantum stochastic walks have been widely analysed in context of propa-
gation [3, 4, 5, 6, 7], application in computer science [8, 9, 10] and physics [11, 12, 13]. In
particular, new model of fast-propagating quantum walk on arbitrary directed graph was
developed [4, 6]. To this end, we describe a package for Julia programming language de-
veloped for the purpose of simulating and analyzing quantum stochastic walks [14] and we
compare its efficiency with the existing software.

The main goal of this paper is to describe a package QSWalk.jl for Julia programming
language which enables high-performance analysis of quantum stochastic walks. There are
three main advantages of the package over the existing software. First, it enables the sim-
ulation of quantum stochastic walks analysis in both local and global regimes [4]. Second,
it is the first package providing the implementation of the nonmoralizing evolution. Thus,
it enables the simulation of fast continuous-time quantum walk model on arbitrary directed
graph [6]. Finally, the package can be used to perform numerical experiments for very large
graphs thanks to sparse matrices implementation used. This is especially important for
investigating the statistical properties of complex graphs.

Comparison with the existing software. Many software packages for simulating quantum
computing [15], including some focused on various models of discrete quantum walks [16, 17]
and continuous-time quantum walks [9, 18] are available. Most of them are focused on the
discrete-time evolution, restricted to the unitary operations and undirected graphs. The
first exception is QSWalk.m package [9] for Wolfram Mathematica, which provides imple-
mentation of a quantum stochastic walk model. Package QSWalk.m utilizes MatrixExp
function and sparse representation of superoperators for simulating the evolution of quantum
stochastic walks. It provides the basic functionality required to simulate quantum stochastic
walks. However, it has limitations related to the performance of simulation of high dimen-
sional systems, see Sec. 4.5. In contrast, the package described in this paper enables the
simulation of much larger systems. This is crucial for the analysis of complex networks and
the analysis of the convergence on large graphs. It can be also utilized to calculate the
average transfer time, which is a relevant measure for a quantum transport process [12, 13].

In the context of physics application, in many cases it is necessary to analyze the conver-
gence properties of the evolution. For some cases convergence criteria suitable for quantum
reservoir engineering were given [19]. However, such criteria cannot be always obtained,
hence spectral analysis of the evolution superoperator is necessary. The QSWalk.jl package
facilitates the analysis of the quantum stochastic walks by providing access to the functions
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for constructing generators of the dynamical subgroup and the superoperators. Spectral
analysis of evolution superoperator, enabled by our package, can be used for verification of
the convergence criteria. In case of noise-assisted transport [11], this can be used to derive
stationary state, and by this a total amount of the excitation that is transferred to the sink.
Furthermore, superoperator eigenvalues with small magnitude determine the convergence
rate.

Moreover, the package provides the implementation of non-moralizing quantum walk
model [6]. This type of walk enables fast digraph-preserving evolution. None of the existing
software package provides the implementation of this model.

Additionally, Julia is an open-source programming language. It can be used for free
for academic as well as commercial purposes. It enables a seamless utilization of parallel
computing for numerical analysis, which facilitates the analysis of large complex networks.

2. Theoretical background

Before describing the functions provided by QSWalk.jl package, we review essential
theoretical concepts used to define quantum stochastic walks. This model of quantum evo-
lution defines the family of quantum processes in the discrete state space and with the
continuous time parameter.

First, we recall the definition of the GKSL master equation, which describes the continu-
ous evolution of the open quantum system. Next, we introduce quantum stochastic walks and
briefly describe the local and global interaction regimes. Finally, we describe spontaneous
moralization which is a side-effect of using global interaction model on directed graphs.

2.1. GKSL master equation

The starting point for introducing quantum stochastic walks is the Gorini-Kossakowski-
Sudarshan-Lindblad (GKSL) master equation [20, 21, 22]

d

dt
% = −i[H, %] +

1

2

∑
L∈L

(
2L%L† − L†L%− %L†L

)
, (1)

where H is the Hamiltonian, which describes the evolution of the closed system, and L is the
collection of Lindblad operators, which describes the evolution of the open system. Operator
% is the density matrix representing the state of the system. While the Hamiltonian operator
needs to be Hermitian, there is no general requirement on Lindblad operators L ∈ L. This
master equation describes the general continuous evolution of mixed quantum states.

In the case where H and L do not depend on time, we say that Eq. (1) describes the
Markovian evolution of the system. Henceforth, we can solve the differential equation ana-
lytically. If we choose initial state %(0), then

|%(t)〉〉 = exp(tF )|%(0)〉〉, (2)

where

F =
(
H ⊗ I− I⊗ H̄

)
+
∑
L∈L

(
L⊗ L̄− 1

2

(
L†L⊗ I + I⊗ L†L

))
(3)
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and | · 〉〉 denotes the vectorization of the matrix [23]. We call F the evolution generator and
corresponding exp(tF ) a superoperator.

Since H and L describe closed and open system evolution respectively, it is interesting
how the change of impact of these parts affects the evolution. Hence we add smoothing
parameter ω ∈ [0, 1] and change Eq. (1) into

d

dt
% = −i(1− ω)[H, %] +

1

2
ω
∑
L∈L

(
2L%L† − L†L%− %L†L

)
. (4)

The evolution generator F and the superoperator exp(tF ) changes analogically. Note that
for ω = 0 we recovered the closed system evolution and for ω = 1 we have the purely open
evolution.

2.2. Quantum stochastic walks

The GKSL master equation describes the general form of the evolution of the open
quantum system. If one introduces the Hamiltonian and the Lindblad operators using graphs
as the underlying structure, the resulting process can be understood as the walk evolution.

In this manner, GKSL master equation was used for defining quantum stochastic walks.
This model of evolution provides the generalization of both classical random walks and
quantum walks [14]. In this case H and L in Eq. (1) are constructed using the graph
structure. However, one may verify that the choice of Lindblad operators may be non-unique
[3, 14].

Let us suppose a directed graph G = (V,A) is given, with V = {v1, . . . , vn}. By
Ḡ = (V,E) we denote the underlying undirected graph of G. Two main variants of quan-
tum stochastic walks can be distinguished. In the local environment interaction case each
Lindblad operator corresponds to a single edge, Ll = {|w〉〈v| : (v, w) ∈ A}. On the other
hand, in the global environment interaction case we choose a single Lindblad operator
Lg = {

∑
(v,w)∈A |w〉〈v|}. In both models we choose the Hamiltonian H to be the adjacency

matrix of the underlying graph Ḡ. Both models were analyzed in context of propagation
[3, 7] and convergence [4, 5, 6].

Furthermore, the global interaction was analyzed in the context of graph preservation.
Let us fix global interaction evolution with Hamiltonian H and a single Lindblad operator
L. It can be demonstrated [6] that if two nodes have a common child, then other ampli-
tude transitions appear between them. This effect is presented in Fig. 1. To remove such
undesirable effect, the following correction scheme has been proposed.

1. For each vertex vi create outdeg(vi) copies, denoted as ṽ0i , . . . , ṽ
outdeg(vi)−1
i . If outdeg(vi) =

0, we create single copy ṽ0i .
2. Construct Hamiltonian H̃ as

〈ṽki |H̃|ṽlj〉 =

{
〈vi|H|vj〉, {vi, vj} ∈ E,

0, otherwise.
(5)

Note that for {vi, vj} ∈ E other values may be chosen, but other elements should be
essentially equal to zero in order to preserve the underlying graph structure.
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3. Construct Lindblad operator L̃ as

〈ṽki |L̃|ṽlj〉 = 〈vi|L|vj〉〈k|Ai|j〉. (6)

Here Ai is a matrix which columns are pairwise orthogonal. Such definition captures
the digraph structure.

4. Construct an additional, acting locally, Hamiltonian H̃loc for which 〈ṽki |H̃loc|ṽlj〉 = 0
for i 6= j.

The non-moralizing evolution obtained as the result of the above construction takes the
form

d

dt
%̃ = −i(1− ω)[H̃, %̃] +

1

2
ω
(
−i2[H̃loc, %̃] + 2L̃%̃L̃† − L̃†L̃%̃− %̃L̃†L̃

)
. (7)

Note that the system enlarges, hence we need to adjust the representation of the initial
state. For this reason, the canonical measurement corresponding to the vertices of original
G graph takes the form

p(vi) =
∑
k

〈ṽki |%̃t|ṽki 〉, (8)

where k goes over all copies of vi. This is equivalent to the probability of measuring any of
the copy of the vertex.

Note that for L = ∅ case one can recover the original continuous quantum walk on
mixed states. Hence, the model of quantum stochastic walk provides a generalization of the
quantum walks in closed systems. In this case another numerical method based on formula

%(t) = exp(−iHt)%(0) exp(iHt) (9)

can be applied. Here the exponentiation is computed for n × n matrix instead of n2 × n2

matrix as in Eq. (2).

3. Package description

In this section we provided the description of QSWalk.jl package and the dependences
required to run simulations created using it. We provide a detailed description of all its
functions present a typical work-flow required to utilize the package.

3.1. Installation and recommended packages

QSWalk.jl package can be installed by issuing

julia> Pkg.clone("git://github.com/ZKSI/QSWalk.jl.git")

within the Julia interpreter. Package QSWalk.jl requires Expokit.jl package [24], which
implements the method for calculating matrix exponent described in [25]. Package Ex-
pokit.jl will be installed automatically during QSWalk.jl installation.

It is recommended to install IJulia.jl package, which facilitates interactive development.
This package can be installed using
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v1
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GKSL
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v3

v2
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〈v1|L†L|v2〉=2

CORRECTION

v1 v2

v3

1 11 -1

GKSL

v1 v2

v3

1 11 -1

〈v1|L†L|v2〉=0

Figure 1: In the global interaction case the direct application of adjacency matrices results in an additional
coherent transition. In the example above, another connection between v1 and v2 appears. The application
of the correction procedure described in [6] enables the removal of such connections. Note that the correction
creates additional nodes, which in turn result in the system enlargement.
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julia> Pkg.add("IJulia")

command. Package IJulia.jl provides browser-based development environment. In order
to start IJulia.jl session one has to execute commands

julia> using IJulia
julia> notebook(detached=true)

issued in the interactive Julia console environment. Directory examples in QSWalk.jl
distribution contains files with .ipynb extensions, which can be loaded using a web browser
with running IJulia.jl session. The directory contains standard Julia files with .jl exten-
sion as well.

Additionally, we recommend LightGraphs.jl package [26], which provides rich graph
related functionality. In particular, it provides the methods for generating random graphs
and their adjacency matrices. The examples distributed with the package utilize PyPlot.jl
module [27] for creating plots. The packages are necessary for running the provided exem-
plary scripts. One should note that both LightGraphs.jl and PyPlot.jl modules can
be installed using Pkg.add function. Examples in .ipynb extensions need GraphPlot.jl
and TikzGraphs.jl modules additionally.

3.2. Provided functions

Below we provide the description of the functionality implemented by QSWalk.jl pack-
age. The package introduces 4 data types and defines 22 functions. All names exported from
the package can be inspected using names(QSWalk) command. They are grouped into five
categories, based on their purpose.

Julia interpreter provides access to the function documentation. In order to show de-
scription of the function some_function one should type

julia> ?some_function

One should note that ? mark disappears and the prompt is changed from julia> to help?>.

3.2.1. Data types

Package QSWalk.jl takes advantage of the strong typing capabilities of Julia language.
Data types defined in the package are used to represented internal data utilised during the
calculations and enable the proper utilization of the functionality based on sparse matrices.

• SparseDenseMatrix – type representing matrices which can be dense or sparse.

• SparseDenseVector – type representing vectors which can be dense or sparse.

Types Vertex and VertexSet are used for the nonmoralizing evolution. In this case,
the standard basis is partitioned for vertices. These two types are used to store partition
description.

• Vertex – type describing the labels of vectors from the canonical basis correspond-
ing to given Vertex. Function subspace(Vertex) returns the list of labels, while
Vertex[i] return a unique label.
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• VertexSet – type consisting of a list of Vertex objects. It describes the partition of
the linear subspace. Objects of this type should be constructed with make_vertex_set

or nm_lind functions. In order to get a list of the vertices one should use vertices

function, or vertexset[i] for a i-th Vertex.

3.2.2. Construction of generators

This group of functions provides the methods for construction of generators of the dy-
namical subgroups from the graph representation.

• local_lind(A[, epsilon]) splits the elements of the matrix A into a collection of
sparse matrices with exactly one non-zero element. Matrices are added if the absolute
value of the nonzero element is at least epsilon, which defaults to eps().

• evolve_generator(H, L[, localH][, omg]) creates the generator for the evolvu-
tion as in Eq. (3), calculated according to Eq. (1), (4) or (7), given Hamiltonian H,
collection of Lindblad operators L, local Hamiltonian localH and scaling parameter
omg. Parameters localH and omg are optional. If omg is not provided, (1− ω) and ω
parts in Eq. (7) are set to 1.

3.2.3. Evolution

Functions in this group provide the interface for simulating quantum stochastic walks
in the local and the global regimes. The functions use different approach if the evolution
generator is sparse or dense. For a dense matrix its exponentiation is calculated, which is
efficient for small matrices. For a sparse matrix expmv provided by QSWalk.jlExpokit
package is used [24]. Note that sparsity is checked by the type of the evolution generator.

• evolve(evo_gen, init_state, time) is the simplest case where the function ac-
cepts evolution generator evo_gen, see Eq. (3), init_state describing the initial
state of the evolution, and time specifying the time of the evolution. Argument time
has to be non-negative.

• evolve(evo_gen, init_state, tpoints) is similar to the previous one, but a list
of points of time tpoints is given. In this case, a list of the resulting states is returned.
This results in speedup where evo_gen is a dense matrix.

If the evolution is applied to several initial states and the evolution generator operator
is dense, it is more efficient to calculate the superoperator first, and next to apply it to the
initial states. For this scenario the package provides two functions.

• evolve_operator(evo_gen, time) returns an exponent of time×evo_gen called
superoperator. The function works for dense matrices only.

• evolve(evo_super, init_state) returns a state based on superoperator generated
by evolve_operator. The function works for dense matrices only.

It is important to note that the user must provide input arguments fulfilling the appropri-
ate conditions. For the procedure evolve to work correctly, evo_gen should be generated
by evolve_generator function and init_state should be a proper density matrix.
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3.2.4. Demoralization

The functions in this group provides functionality required to construct nonmoralizing
evolution on directed graphs. This is necessary to reproduce the structure of directed graphs
using quantum stochastic walks. In this case, one needs to provide an extended initial state,
perform the evolution using a special Hamiltonian, and perform the measurement which
interprets the enlarged space (see. Fig. 2).

• default_nm_loc_ham(size) returns a default part of a local Hamiltonian of size
size×size for vertex subspace of given order. The Hamiltonian is sparse with nonzero
elements on the first upper diagonal equal to 1im and the lower diagonal equal to -1im.

• nm_loc_ham(vertexset, hams) returns a Hamiltonian acting locally on each ver-
tex from vertexset partition. Optional argument hams is a dictionary which, for
a given dimension of vertex linear subspace, yields a hermitian operator. It can
be Dict{Int, SparseDenseMatrix}, which returns the matrix by the indegree, or
Dict{Vertex, SparseDenseMatrix} which, for different vertices, may return dif-
ferent matrices.

• nm_lind(A[, linds][, epsilon])]) returns a single Lindbladian operator and a
vertex set describing how vertices are bound to subspaces. The operator is constructed
according to the correction scheme presented in [6]. Parameter A is a square matrix,
describing the connection between the canonical subspaces in a similar manner as the
adjacency matrix. Parameter epsilon, with the default value eps(), determines
the relevant values by abs(A[i, j])>=epsilon formula. List linds describes the
elementary matrices. It can be Dict{Int, SparseDenseMatrix}, which returns the
matrix by the indegree, or Dict{Vertex, SparseDenseMatrix} which, for different
vertices, may return different matrices. The matrix should have orthogonal columns
and be of the size outdegree of the vertex. As the default, the function uses Fourier
matrices (see. Sec. 3.2.5).

• nm_glob_ham(A[, hams][, epsilon]) returns a global Hamiltonian for the mor-
alization procedure. Matrix A should be a symmetric matrix, for which one aims to
construct the nonmoralizing dynamics. Here, hams is an optional argument which is
a dictionary with keys of type Tuple{Int, Int} or Tuple{Vertex, Vertex}. The
first one collects the submatrices according to their shape, while the second one collects
them according to each pair of vertices. As the default, all-one submatrices are chosen.
The last argument states that only the elements for which abs(A[i, j])>epsilon

are considered.

• nm_measurement(probability, vertexset) returns the joint probability of probability,
which is real-valued probability vector according to partition vertexset.

• nm_measurement(state, vertexset) returns the joint probability of canonical mea-
surement of density matrix state, according to partition vertexset.
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• nm_init(init_vertices, vertexset) returns the initial state in the case of the
nonmoralizing evolution. The result is a block diagonal matrix, where each block cor-
responds to vertex from vertexset. If the first argument is of type Vector{Vertex},
then default block matrix eye is used. Note that in this case the initial density state
is normalized in a uniform distribution way, ie. different vertices have the same prob-
ability.

nm_init(init_states, vertexset) – similar to the function above, the first ar-
gument is of type Dict{Vertex, SparseDenseMatrix}. For each given vertex a
block from dictionary is used, otherwise zero matrix is chosen. Each matrix from dic-
tionary should be nonnegative and sum of all traces should equal one. The keys of
init_vertices should be a subset of vertices(vertexset). Note that the matrix
from init_states corresponding to vertex v should be of size length(v)×length(v).

3.2.5. Dirac notation and matrix utilities

The last category of functions contains procedures used to manipulate matrices and
vectors [23]. These functions can be used independently from the rest of the package. Note
that Julia package indexes list from 1, and similarly all relevant functions require a positive
index.

• ket(index, size) returns index-th column vector from standard basis in the size-
dimensional vector space.

• bra(index, size) returns index-th row vector from standard basis in the size-
dimensional vector space.

• ketbra(irow, icol, size) return a matrix acting on size-dimensional vector
space. The matrix consists of a single non-zero element equal to one, located at (irow,
icol).

• proj(index, size) returns a projector onto index-th base vector in size-dimensional
vector space. This is equivalent to ketbra(index, index, size).

• proj(vector) returns a projector onto the subspace spanned by vector vector.

• res(mtx) returns the vectorization of the matrix mtx in the row order. This is equiv-
alent to Base.vec(transpose(mtx)).

• unres(vector) – inverse of res function.

• fourier_matrix(dim) returns Fourier matrix of size dim×dim.
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Graph
(adjacency matrix)

Regime
selection

Global interactionLocal interaction
Non-moralizing

global interaction

H = adjacency matrix

L = local_lind

initial state

H = adjacency matrix

L = {adjacency matrix}

initial state

H = nm_glob_ham

L = {nm_lind}

Hloc = nm_loc_ham

initial state nm_init

evolve_generator

evolve

measure with diag measure with
nm_measurement

Figure 2: Typical steps required during the preparation of the simulation utilizing QSWalk.jl package.
The rounded rectangles refer to the functions implemented in QSWalk.jl, while the standard rectangles
require user input which should be provided by some external functions, eg. for adjacency_matrix
from LightGraphs.jl.
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3.3. Typical work-flow

Typical work-flow is presented in Fig. 2. For local and global regimes, all operators should
be generated by the user. This includes the Hamiltonian, Lindblad operators and the initial
state. In the local regime case, the QSWalk.jl package provides matrix splitting function,
which generates local operations of the form |v〉〈w|.

Nonmoralizing interaction requires additional steps. We start with the global regime
Hamiltonian and a single Lindblad operator. Based on them, we construct nonmoralizing
operators through nm_glob_ham and nm_lind functions. The user is encouraged to con-
struct the local Hamiltonian by nm_loc_ham function. Function nm_init should be used
to construct block-diagonally mixed state, where each block corresponds to a vertex.

Independently of the chosen regime, the Hamiltonian, the Lindblad operators and op-
tional local Hamiltonian should be passed to evolve_generator, which constructs evolu-
tion generator according to the appropriate formula, and then pass it to evolve. At this
point, we have a density matrix. In order to measure it, for local and global regimes diag
function refers to canonic measurement. For nonmoralizing global interaction we provide a
separate function nm_measurement.

4. Usage examples

In this section we provide some basic examples, which present functionalities of QSWalk.jl
module. In particular, we demonstrate the examples with all described evolution regimes for
quantum stochastic walk, namely local environment interaction, global environment inter-
action, and nonmoralizing global environment interaction. The examples are based on the
results presented in [3, 4, 5, 6, 7].

Code snippets in this section can be found in the form of full examples in the examples
subdirectory, contained in the package distribution. For convenience we provide the examples
in the form of Julia scripts (files with .jl extension), as well as Jupyter notebooks (cor-
responding files with .ipynb extension). Some of the examples require LightGraphs.jl
and PyPlot.jl modules. We use # (hash), denoting a comment in Julia, to provide the
result of the command.

4.1. Propagation on the line segment

The first example demonstrates the evolution on the line segment using different regimes.
Code snippets from this section can be found in the ex01_path_propagation.jl file. The
plots resulting from the above examples are presented in Fig. 3. One can note that the
second moment for the global interaction case grows ballistically.

We would like to recover the results from [3] corresponding to the analysis of the second
moment of the walker position. In the first step we prepare the essential data.

dim = 251
w = 0.5
timepoints = collect(0:2:100)
adjacency = adjacency_matrix(PathGraph(dim))
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Figure 3: Second central moment as the function of time for the global (a) and the local (b) interaction
regime. The value of the second moment grows ballistically for the global interaction case.

We consider both global and local interaction cases. Hence we need to prepare the evolution
generators corresponding to both types of evolution.

lind_local = local_lind(adjacency)
midpoint = ceil(Int, dim/2)
op_global = evolve_generator(adjacency, [adjacency], w)
op_local = evolve_generator(adjacency, lind_local, w)

Note that evolve_generator accepts a list of matrices as the second argument and one
needs to put extra square bracket for adjacency parameter in op_global case. Next, using
the created operators, we simulate the evolution using evolve function.

rho_global = evolve(op_global, proj(midpoint, dim), timepoints)
rho_local = evolve(op_local, proj(midpoint, dim), timepoints)

Note that in both cases the second argument refers to the initial state of the evolution,
which is at the middle-point of the path graph. Finally, we can calculate the second central
moment of the distribution for the standard measurement of the position as

secmoment_global = Float64[]
secmoment_local = Float64[]
positions = (collect(1:dim)-midpoint)
for i=1:length(timepoints)

push!(secmoment_global, sum(positions.ˆ2 .* diag(rhoglobal[i])))
push!(secmoment_local, sum(positions.ˆ2 .* diag(rholocal[i])))

end

and prepare the plots

plot(timepoints, secmoment_global)
plot(timepoints, secmoment_local)
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4.2. Convergence on random graphs

In this example we demonstrate the use of evolve_operator function for the purpose
of analysing the convergence of the quantum stochastic walks. In this situation we are
interested in the behaviour of the process, represented by the evolve generator, on differ-
ent initial states. The code described here can be found in supplementary materials in
ex02_convergence.jl.

Quantum stochastic walks have convergence properties different from typical quantum
walk models. In particular, for the local environment interaction regime, for arbitrary
strongly connected directed graph the evolution is relaxing, ie. there exists a unique density
matrix which is the limiting state for the evolution for an arbitrary initial state [5, 4].

Let us consider a random directed graph generated according to Erdős-Rényi model.

dim = 10
digraph = erdos_renyi(dim, 0.5, is_directed=true)
graph = Graph(digraph)
adj_digraph = full(adjacency_matrix(digraph, :in))
adj_graph = full(adjacency_matrix(graph))
time = 100.

The Lindbladian and the subgroup generator corresponding to the above graph are con-
structed using local_lind and evolve_generator functions, respectively

lind = local_lind(adj_digraph)
evo_gen = evolve_generator(adj_graph, lind)

In this case, due to the small size of the analysed graph, it is better to choose the dense
matrix type instead of the sparse one. In order to show the uniqueness of stationary state,
it is enough to compute the dimensionality of the null-space of global operator matrix.

println(count(x->abs(x)<1e-5, eigvals(evo_gen)))
# 1

One can see that dimensionality equals one, and hence there is a unique stationary state.
The existence of at least one stationary state is guaranteed by quantum Perron-Frobenius
theorem [28].

To check that this is indeed the case we can choose different initial states to show that
the stationary state is unique.

rhoinit1 = proj(1, dim)
rhoinit2 = proj(3, dim)
rhoinit3 = eye(dim)/dim

Since we simulate a single evolution for all of the above states, for dense matrices it is better
to compute the exponential once, and then use it for all of the states.

U = evolve_operator(evo_gen, time)
rho1 = evolve(U, rhoinit1)
rho2 = evolve(U, rhoinit2)
rho3 = evolve(U, rhoinit3)
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println(norm(rho1-rho2))
println(norm(rho2-rho3))
# 7.001526329112005e-17
# 4.1919257307409924e-17

One should note that, since the graph is chosen randomly from Erdős-Rényi distribution,
the resulting number will be different for each execution of the above code.

4.3. Spontaneous moralization

In this section we present the basics of the spontaneous moralization [6]. The code de-
scribed here can be found in supplementary materials in ex03_moralization_simple.jl.
Here we plan to analyse the graph presented in Fig. 1. Let us analyse the case where the
global Lindblad operator equal to adjacency matrix is the only operator used. Again we
start with preparing the global operator

adjacency = [0 0 0;
0 0 0;
1 1 0]

opmoral = evolve_generator(zero(adjacency), [adjacency])
time = 100.

In the evolution we start in the top-left vertex. One could expect that for large time the state
will converge to sink (bottom) vertex. However running the following commands shows, that
it is not the case.

rho = evolve(opmoral, proj(1,3), time)
println(diag(rho))
# Complex{Float64}[0.25+0.0im, 0.25+0.0im, 0.5+0.0im]

We have a non-zero probability of measuring top vertices. Whats more, the amplitude
transited from vertex top-left to top-right, although there is no path between them.

The key is to choose nonmoralizing procedure. We need to create new operators, called
nonmoralizing Lindbladian operator and local Hamiltonian.

lnonmoral, vset = nm_lind(adjacency)
hlocal = nm_loc_ham(vset)
opnonmoral = evolve_generator(zero(lnonmoral), [lnonmoral], hlocal)

Note that new parameter vset appears. The nonmoralizing procedure needs description how
the linear space is divided into subspaces corresponding to vertices. Usually, vset should
be treated as the parametrization of the evolution, which should be passed for all of the
functions without change. It can be generated by nm_lind, as in the example above, or
simply by make_vertex_set.

Now, the operators have bigger size than the original ones. The size can be calculated
with vertexsetsize function.

println(vertexsetsize(vset))
# 4
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println(vset)
# QSWalk.VertexSet(QSWalk.Vertex[QSWalk.Vertex([1]), QSWalk.Vertex([2]),
# QSWalk.Vertex([3, 4])])

Here vset describes the partition of linear space, in this example span(|1〉) corresponds to
the first vertex, span(|2〉) to the second vertex and span(|3〉, |4〉) to the third vertex. While
it is possible to write own density states, for states being block diagonal, where each block
corresponds to a different vertex, simpler function can be chosen.

rho0 = nm_init(vset[[1]], vset)

Note that as the first argument we choose a list of vertices. The state is an identity matrix
on a subspace corresponding to rho0. In this case after the evolution we obtain

rho = evolve(opnonmoral, rhoinit, time)
println(nm_measurement(rho, vset))
# [5.02465e-33, -5.74849e-33, 1.0]

Now we have the expected result, ie. all of the amplitudes are transfered into the sink
(bottom vertex).

4.4. Spontaneous moralization on path graph

In this section we recover the results presented in [6]. The code described here can be
found in supplementary materials in ex04_moralization_path.jl. Demoralizing proce-
dure results in non-symmetric evolution. Let us again consider the code below.

dim = 101 #odd for unique middle point
w = 0.5
time = 40.
adjacency = adjacency_matrix(PathGraph(dim))

midpoint = ceil(Int, dim/2)
lind, vset = nm_lind(adjacency)
hglobal = nm_glob_ham(adjacency)
hlocal = nm_loc_ham(vset)
opnonsymmetric = evolve_generator(hglobal, [lind], hlocal, w)
rhoinit = nm_init(vset[[midpoint]], vset)

rho_nonsymmetric = evolve(opnonsymmetric, rhoinit, time)

For the canonical measurement, the distribution should be symmetric with respect to midpoint,
and hence the commands

positions = (collect(1:dim)-midpoint)
measurement_nonsymmetric = nm_measurement(rho_nonsymmetric, vset)
println(sum(positions .* measurement_nonsymmetric))

should print 0. However, the output is approximately −0.5698. Further analysis would show
that the situation happens even after removing Hlocal or H operators.
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The key is to add another Lindbladian operator, which make the evolution symmetric
again. This can be done by proper adjustment of nm_lind.

linddescription1 = Dict(1 => ones(1,1), 2 => [1 1; 1 -1])
linddescription2 = Dict(1 => ones(1,1), 2 => [1 1; -1 1])
lind1, vset = nm_lind(adjacency, linddescription1)
lind2, vset = nm_lind(adjacency, linddescription2)
hglobal = nm_glob_ham(adjacency)
hlocal = nm_loc_ham(vset)
opsymmetric = evolve_generator(hglobal, [lind1, lind2], hlocal, w)
rhoinit = nm_init(vset[[midpoint]], vset)

If we leave the rest of the code unchanged, then we will receive approximately -6.759E-9

as an output, which can be treated as numerical zero. Note that for nm_lind we can
either make a dictionary for all degrees, or for all vertices. Similarly, nm_glob_ham can be
generalized for all pairs of degrees or all pairs of vertices.

4.5. Performance analysis

At the moment of writing, the only package developed for simulating the evolution of
quantum stochastic walks is QSWalk.m package for Wolfram Mathematica. Hence we
compared the performance of computing non-moralizing evolution on path graph for various
orders.
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Figure 4: Comparison of time required to simulated quantum stochastic walk on the line in Julia with
QSWalk.jl and in Mathematica, using the package described in [9]. Parameter size denotes the size of
the graph. The plot was generated using Mathematica 11.2 and Julia 0.6 on Linux x86 64 on Intel Core
i7-7700 processor.

Results presented in Fig. 4 demonstrate that for small enough graphs Julia and Math-
ematica compute the result in similar time. However, after some order threshold we can
observe sudden drop of efficiency of Mathematica. Our in-depth analysis showed that the
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main reason is the change of MatrixExp function behavior. Unfortunately, Mathematica
is not an open source programming language, hence we cannot find any explanation of the
phenomena. Most probably then inefficiency calculation of the results from internal aspects
of Mathematica implementation. The calculations were executed on three different architec-
tures and all of them yield efficiency drop for QSWalk.m package for Wolfram Mathematica
for the same order of the input matrix.

5. Concluding remarks and future work

In this paper we have provided the description of QSWalk.jl module developed for the
purpose of studying quantum stochastic walks. The packages is focused on the graph-based
evolution and provides many functions typically used for quantum walks on graphs. We have
utilized Julia programming language and the package demonstrates an advantage over the
existing software in terms of the performance. The nonmoralizing evolution first implemented
in the package enables the study of quantum procedures developed using quantum stochastic
walks on arbitrary directed graphs. As such, the package can be used to gain more insight
into the properties of quantum evolution on this type of graphs. While the name of the
presented package refers to Quantum Stochastic Walk, it is not limited to this type of
evolution only. Many of the the presented functions can be used for arbitrary quantum
evolution with constant H and L.
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